One of the excitements generated by the cold atom systems is the possibility to realize, and explore, varied topological phases stemming from multi-component nature of the condensate. Popular examples are the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and the ferromagnetic (FM) phases in the three-component atomic condensate with effective spin-1, to which different topological manifolds can be assigned. It follows, from consideration of homotopy, that different sorts of topological defects will be stable in each manifold. For instance, Skyrmionic texture is believed to be a stable topological object in two-dimensional AFM spin-1 condensate. Countering such common perceptions, here we show on the basis of a new wave function decomposition scheme that there is no physical parameter regime wherein the temporal dynamics of spin-1 condensate can be described solely within AFM or FM manifold. Initial state of definite topological number prepared entirely within one particular phase must immediately evolve into a mixed state. Accordingly, the very notion of topology and topological stability within the sub-manifold of AFM or FM become invalid. Numerical simulation reveals the linear Zeeman effect to be an efficient catalyst to extract the alternate component from an initial topological object prepared entirely within one particular sub-manifold, serving as a potential new tool for "topology engineering" in multi-component Bose-Einstein condensates.
Introduction.-Much of the novelty and surprise of the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of cold atoms arises from its multi-component nature [1] . Different hyperfine states of the atom form components of "spin", described by the wave function Ψ F with (2F + 1) complex components in the case of spin-F spinor condensate. Being a dilute liquid state of matter, the dynamics of spinor BEC is subject to the hydrodynamic description, in an extension of the earlier, popular approach to describe scalar superfluid 4 He [2] . The 2×(2F +1) degrees of freedom in spin-F condensate may be partitioned into the density ρ, the overall phase e iθ , and the remainder that may collectively be dubbed the internal degrees of freedom. In the two-component F = 1/2 case such counting argument leaves 4-2=2 internal degrees of freedom corresponding precisely to the two orientation angles of the spin unit vector d = (Ψ † F =1/2 σΨ F =1/2 )/ρ, σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ) being the Pauli matrices. The governing dynamics of F = 1/2 cold atoms is that of orientation fluctuation of the unit spin vector d, in addition to the characteristic density and phase fluctuations of the superfluid [3, 4] .
For spin-1 condensate the 6 − 2 = 4 internal degrees of freedom are harder to characterize and several attempts ranging from Schwinger boson (SB) construction [4] to (spin+nematic) decomposition [5] exist in the literature. These approaches are complementary ways to faithfully characterize the overall manifold of spin-1, threecomponent wave functions. Meanwhile, Ho [6] early on identified the two extreme limits of the spin-1 manifold dubbed antiferromagnetic (AFM, also called "polar") and ferromagnetic (FM) phases, obtained as the Euler rotation U(α, β, γ) = e −iFzα e −iFyβ e −iFzγ of the spinors 0 1 0 T and 1 0 0 T , respectively. The three matrices (F x , F y , F z ) form components of the spin-1 vector F in the angular momentum basis: F z = diag(1, 0, −1). Discussions of topology in spin-1 condensate are typically built around a specific sub-manifold [1, 6, 7] . For instance in the AFM phase the corresponding manifold M AFM = (U (1) × S 2 )/Z 2 was predicted to support stable topological configurations of integer winding number by the second homotopy rule π 2 (M AFM ) = Z; these are the two-dimensional Skyrmions.
Recently, Shin's group [8] demonstrated the creation of a single Skyrmion configuration in the antiferromagnetic spin-1 23 Na condensate. Rather surprisingly, the Skyrmion state they created appeared to evolve smoothly into the non-textured state without the topological object ever tunneling out of the condensate. The standard wisdom, on the other hand, would be that a soliton of definite topological charge is able to decay only through tunneling, or annihilation with another soliton of opposite topological charge. Numerical simulation [9] based on time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation showed that an initial state of fully antiferromagnetic Skyrmion texture evolves continuously into a mixed phase of both AFM and FM components, under all reasonable ranges of interaction strengths. Once there occurs substantial mixing, the manifold on which the homotopy consideration rests becomes invalid, let alone the topological number defined on that manifold. One may compare it to the case in two dimensions where the spins are arranged as a vortex structure. Inhabitants of the two-dimensional world, versed in homotopy theory yet mistakenly assuming the spins to be completely of planar character, might anticipate the robustness of the vortex object based on known homotopy result π 1 (S 1 ) = Z, since the planar spins have the manifold of the unit circle S 1 . Only, the spins were in fact of Heisenberg character, or an element of the two-sphere S 2 , and could be smoothly deformed into a uniform state through rotation out of the plane. The observers are no longer shocked at the smooth disappearance of the vortex knowing that the homotopy group π 1 (S 2 ) is trivial. The case of topological texture in the AFM manifold, as we demonstrate below, is analogous. It can disappear gradually by rotating partly into a larger manifold involving the FM component. In fact, we prove a stronger statement: the temporal dynamics defined exclusively within the AFM or the FM manifold simply does not make sense. A given initial state prepared at time t = 0 in a particular sub-manifold inevitably has to evolve into a mixed state regardless of the strengths of interactions. A similar loosening of the original topological manifold occurs in the core region of a vortex [10] . A vortex characterized by the non-trivial homotopy π 1 (M AFM ) = Z necessitates the presence of a singular core, with a diverging kinetic energy that eventually overcome the spin-spin interaction. With the reversal of energy hierarchy, the relevant order parameter space is no longer M AFM but a larger manifold of S 5 , whose trivial homotopy π 1 (S 5 ) = 0 displaces the very notion of topologically stable vortexlike object in the core region. Thus the notion of a vortex for spin-1 BEC is only well-defined in the far region where the kinetic energy is weak.
In our own discussion the breakdown of topology occurs in the temporal direction, and not due to the energetic reason as discussed above for the vortex core. Rather, the root of the breakdown lies with the impossibility to define sensible temporal dynamics within a sub-manifold M AFM or M FM in the first place. The statement applies regardless of the interaction strengths. To our knowledge, such breakdown in the notion of topology in the temporal direction has never been suspected before.
New formulation of spin-1 condensate dynamics.-General spin-1 condensate wave function can be decomposed as Ψ = √ ρe iθ η, where η is the unit-modulus complex CP 2 field satisfying η † η = 1. Particular subsets of CP and FM (subscript F):
They represent two extreme situations of full, (η † F Fη F ) 2 = 1, and zero, η † A Fη A = 0, magnetizations, respectively. A spinor state of partial magnetization can be constructed generally as a linear combination of η A and η F , with a mixing angle δ:
with a mixing angle δ: (z A , z F ) = (cos δ/2, sin δ/2). The proof that this is the most general re-writing of an arbitrary spin-1 wave function, and is also equivalent to the popular SB representation, is given in the Supplementary Information (SI). A similar observation was made in a recent paper by Yukawa and Ueda [5] . Average magnetization depends on δ as (Ψ †
The new expression (2) is physically appealing in that only one new parameter δ, referring to the amount of mixing between AFM (δ = 0) and FM (δ = π) components, appears. Dynamics of spin-1 condensate may be re-examined in light of the new parametrization scheme. Most importantly, it allows us to see clearly why dynamics within a specific sub-manifold is inherently flawed, in contrast to recent claims of studying hydrodynamics of spin-1 condensate within the FM manifold [3, 5] .
Write the F = 1 spinor wave function confined to the FM sector, Ψ F = f F η F , with arbitrary complex scalar function f F . As is the common practice insert Ψ F into the governing GP equation i ∂ t Ψ = −( 2 /2m)∇ 2 Ψ and take projections on the left with all independent spinors. For spin-1/2 condensates there are two such spinors, commonly denoted z (a CP 1 field) and its time-reversal counterpart z t . The two projections yield various hydrodynamic relations such as mass continuity, Euler equation, and Landau-Lifshitz equation for magnetization [4, 11] . For the spin-1 condensate, one realizes there are three independent spinors with which one can make a projection: η A and η F as already introduced, and a third one, η F , obtained as the Euler rotation of 0 0 1 T . Among them η F and η F are a time-reversal pair while η A is its own time-reversal partner. As will be shown, projection with η F and η A yield the familiar hydrodynamic equations similar to the ones already derived in the literature [3, 5] . It is the third projection with η F that produces some unusual relations, and eventually destroys the chance for well-defined dynamics within
which is satisfied if and only if ∇α = 0 = ∇β. Recall that α and β are the two angles of the vector d = (sin β cos α, sin β sin α, cos β) representing the magnetization direction η † F Fη F = d. Our short analysis unambiguously shows that the magnetization in the FM phase cannot fluctuate over space, nor in time as examination of other hydrodynamic relations would reveal. Inclusion of the confining trap or the interaction fails to alter the conclusion as shown in SI. A similar prob-lem of over-constraint arises for purely AFM condensate Ψ A = f A η A where one can conclude (see SI)
must hold in addition to other hydrodynamic equations of mass continuity and Landau-Lifshitz dynamics. Assuming the uniform density, the first equation implies the initial d-vector realizing a uniform vector chirality can still maintain dynamics entirely within the AFM manifold. However, this is only a very special kind of state to prepare (and non-topological at that) while all other types of initial states (including all possible topological configurations) will be forced to leave the initial AFM manifold upon time evolution.
The full GP equation, including the trapping potential and interactions (characterized by two parameters g 0 and g 2 for the density-and spin-dependent parts [6, 12] ), projected onto η A , η F , η F , respectively, are displayed below (For full details of derivation see SI):
are the covariant derivatives appropriate for AFM and FM manifold, respectively. Repeated space index µ are summed above. A triad of orthogonal unit vectors e x , e y (e ± = e x ± ie y ) and d are introduced above, as the Euler rotation R(α, β, γ) = e −iαSz e −iβSy e −iγSz acting on the three basis vectors (1 0 0) T , (0 1 0) T , and (0 0 1) T , respectively. Spin representation (S α ) βγ = −iε αβγ used to construct the rotation matrix R above is distinct from F used earlier to construct another Euler rotation matrix U. Anomalies mentioned earlier within the AFM or the FM phase can be derived as limits of Eq. (5) with
Physical implications.-An immediate conclusion of our analysis is that temporal dynamics whose initial state is defined solely within M FM or M FM should instantly evolve into a mixed phase containing both components with a certain mixing angle δ. Indeed, examination of the GP dynamical equation reveals this to be the case. But first, let us show that even the familiar results addressing small fluctuations around ground states from the early literature on spinor dynamics can, and must, be interpreted within the framework we propose [6, 12] . Assuming infinite medium and neglecting the density fluctuation which is massive, states around the fully polarized FM ground state with its magnetization along the (0, 0, 1) direction is captured by the wave function of the form, Eq. (2):
Standard spin-wave dispersion ω k = 2 k 2 /2m follows from feeding the above wave function into the GP equation as shown in SI. States around the AFM-ordered state is described, in turn, by the wave function
2 k 2 2m + 2g 2 ρ consistent with the result of Refs. [6, 12] . These exercises already point out that temporal dynamics around a fully FM or a fully AFM state must involve fluctuations into the "other manifold". Now let's turn to the fate of topological objects in light of our new formulation of temporal dynamics. There are various vortex configurations in both AFM and FM manifolds which realize a non-trivial π 1 -homotopy [1] . A recent study clearly showed that the putative manifold of M AFM or M FM , on which the topology consideration initially rests, must give way in favor of the order parameter Ψ rotating into the larger manifold S 5 in the core region in order to avoid the catastrophe of kinetic energy divergence [10] . It implies that even the static, equilibrium configuration, let alone the dynamics, cannot be properly defined for vortex object within the restricted manifold. Meanwhile our numerical solution of the dynamic GP equation readily showed that the initial vortex profile in the far region at time t = 0, which can be defined entirely within M AFM or M FM , immediately evolves into a mixed phase upon t > 0.
The emergence of mixing in the temporal evolution of topological objects is more dramatically seen for the Skyrmion -a realization of non-trivial π 2 -homotopy in two dimensions. While M FM = SO(3) does not support a two-dimensional topological defect due to trivial second homotopy π 2 (SO(3)) = 0, the antiferromagnetic manifold does allow one due to π 2 (M AFM ) = Z. Free of the kinetic energy divergence, it is possible to construct a wave function for the Skyrmion entirely within the AFM manifold [1, 10] :
The d S -vector field realizes a Skyrmion with finite
Feeding such a configuration with suitably optimized density profile ρ(r) as an initial state in the GP equation, the temporal dynamics was solved to reveal the fate of the topological Skyrmion state.
As described in Fig. 1 , the most striking feature of the simulation is the immediate appearance of non-zero magnetization Ψ † (r, t)FΨ(r, t) through the entire condensate for t > 0. How these magnetization patterns evolve over time for zero, uniform, and non-uniform magnetic fields were studied numerically. In all cases magnetization dynamics we have revealed are quite intricate. For instance a ring of strongly magnetized region is formed around the Skyrmion center by the uniform magnetic field (Fig. 1c) . The magnetic field gradient creates satellites of magnetized condensates that move periodically apart from the central AFM region (Fig. 1d,e) . Whether spontaneous or induced by magnetic field, the formation of magnetized regions signals the breakdown of the initial AFM manifold at all times of the temporal evolution. In short, Skyrmion is no longer a well-defined topological entity. Previous theoretical studies were focused on the static configuration of the Skyrmion [1] without careful consideration of how the AFM manifold will sustain itself over time.
Although it may seem disastrous at first that the nice topological notion associated with various sub-manifolds of spin-1 condensate become ill-defined dynamically, it also might open up interesting possibilities from the engineering perspective of manipulating the condensate. The separation of FM components out of the initial AFM condensate by the magnetic field gradient discussed above offers one such example. The key to condensate engineering is to prepare the condensate wholly in the AFM (or FM) condensate with a textured d-vector. According to Eqs. (3) and (4) it is impossible for such initial d-vector to evolve within the same manifold and must induce the other component immediately, opening up interesting potential for realizing various mixed phases. We demonstrate this point with another example.
Take a one-dimensional, non-topological but nonuniform AFM initial state with a twisted d-vector
where the density ρ(x) ∼ exp(−x 2 /2σ 2 ) is a gaussian of width σ. The d-vector itself executes a cycloidal rotation within the xz plane. Subject to temporal evolution, this initial configuration develops a pattern of magnetization at later times t > 0 in the y-direction as shown in Fig. 2 . Amusingly, even a domain wall forms between regions of magnetizations +ŷ and −ŷ (Fig. 2b) . Applying the field gradient causes magnetized satellite peaks to emerge in similarity to the two-dimensional Skyrmion case.
Our work suggests a new and intuitive way to view the F = 1 condensate dynamics in terms of a mixture of AFM and FM base manifolds. The dynamical equations are well-defined only by mixing the AFM and FM components at all times and space. The notion of topology previously regarded as valid in AFM or FM sub-manifold is therefore to be discarded. In its place, the easy and inevitable mixing of the manifolds opens up new possibilities for engineering the topology of the F = 1 condensate by means of well-designed magnetic fields. This note discusses several technical details not covered in the main text of the paper.
PROOF OF EQUIVALENCE TO SCHWINGER BOSON REPRESENTATION OF SPIN-1 CONDENSATE
In the paper we suggested that an arbitrary F = 1 spinor BEC wave function may be cast in the form
where the spinor part η is a linear combination of the AFM (η A ) and the FM (η F ) parts,
with a pair of coefficients (z A , z F ) obeying the constraint |z A | 2 + |z F | 2 = 1. Due to the global phase e iθ entering in the wave function Ψ F =1 one can freely choose z A to be real without loss of generality. Furthermore, the phase factor e iτ of z F always appears multiplied by e −iγ of η F and can be absorbed by it: e i(τ −γ) → e −iγ . This leads to the simplified expression
given in Eq. (2) of the paper with
One can furthermore prove that the new scheme is equivalent to the standard Schwinger boson (SB) expression of the (unnormalized) spin-1 wave function [1, 2] 
Each (u i , v i ) = (cos θ i /2, e iφi sin θ i /2) defines a point n i on the unit sphere S 2 through the CP 1 mapping. The FM state is obtained by identifying θ 1 = θ 2 , φ 1 = φ 2 , or n 1 = n 2 . The antiferromagnetic phase is identified with n 2 = −n 1 , by writing (u 2 , v 2 ) = (v * 1 , −u 1 ). Keeping in mind that the angular momentum state |J, m in the SB representation is
the SB wave function becomes, together with proper normalization factor,
Components of the original spinor wave function Ψ F =1 are related to the SB decomposition through the roots of the quadratic equation
with the coefficients derived from the wave function Ψ F =1 = (ψ + , ψ 0 , ψ − ) T . The two roots ought to correspond, precisely, to z 1 = −v 1 /u 1 and z 2 = −v 2 /u 2 if Eq. (0.7) should hold for arbitrary F = 1 wave function [2] . Once the roots of a particular F = 1 wave function are found they can be related to the SB parameters through the formula
We may now apply this procedure to the new condensate wave function Ψ F =1 shown in Eq. (0.3). The two roots are readily found to be
(0.10)
From the first solution it follows that the first pair of SB parameters (φ 1 , θ 1 ) is equal to (α, β) in the wave function Ψ F =1 . That is, once a SB construction is given, the corresponding Ψ F =1 can be found by identifying (α, β)
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with the first pair of SB parameters (φ 1 , θ 1 ). The second solution z 2 can then be used to relate the remaining unknowns (γ, δ) to the SB parameters.
Rather than trying to tackle the second of Eq. (0.10) directly, we adopt a different, more pragmatic way to relate (γ, δ) in terms of SB parameters. It proves quite useful to compare the magnetization averages for each representation. From Ψ SB one finds
The average from Ψ F =1 is more complicated, but fortunately one can relate it to the Euler rotation of some basis spinor
with R(α, β, γ) = e −iαSz e −iβSy e −iγSz and [
Squaring each average and identifying the two,
The mixing angle δ is obtained easily as
For any SB wave function one can first work out n 1 and n 2 , then use the above relation to uniquely specify δ in Eq. (0.3). Proper limits are recovered when n 1 = n 2 (FM, δ = π) and n 1 = −n 2 (AFM, δ = 0). To determine the remaining parameter γ, one notes that S F =1 given in Eq. (0.12) ought to be orthogonal to the following vector:
Taking the inner product of S F =1 , or equivalently of S SB , with Eq. (0.15) should give zero:
sin γ sin β cos θ 2 − cos(α − φ 2 ) cos β sin θ 2 − cos γ sin(α − φ 2 ) sin θ 2 = 0. (0.16) Luckily this equation contains γ only, and one finds tan γ = sin θ 2 sin(α − φ 2 ) sin β cos θ 2 − cos(α − φ 2 ) cos β sin θ 2 .
(0.17)
All the variables on the right side are the SB parameters, already assumed known or given in advance. Once a particular SB parametrization of the F = 1 wave function is given, one can proceed systematically to find the corresponding (α, β, γ, δ) of the new decomposition scheme, Eq. (0.3), by (i) identifying (α, β) = (φ 1 , θ 1 ), and (ii) solving for (γ, δ) using Eqs. (0.14) and (0.17). Finally, the global phase factor θ in Ψ is found by taking the projection
now that η is completely fixed. With the one-to-one correspondence to the SB wave function established, Eq. (0.3) constitutes a new, alternative way to express the most general spin-1 wave function.
DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROSS-PITAEVSKII EQUATION
In this section the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation for spin-1 condensate as shown in Eq. (5) of the paper is derived. The standard form of the GP equation,
will be re-analyzed based on the decomposition being proposed in Eq. (0.3). On direct insertion of Ψ F =1 into the GP equation one finds
Here ω A and ω F are temporary abbreviations for ω A ≡ √ ρz A and ω F ≡ √ ρz F . Note that repeated µ implies summation for r = x, y, z. As in Ref. 3 we expect to obtain various hydrodynamic relations by projecting the above equation with η A and η F already introduced in Eq. (0.4), and with a third one, η F , defined by
As discussed in the main text, η F , η A , η F are the Euler rotations U(α, β, γ) of the three basis spinors (1 0 0) T , (0 1 0) T and (0 0 1) T , respectively. Only this time the Euler rotation U(α, β, γ) = e −iαFz e −iβFy e −iγFz is generated with a different set of spin matrices F.
It will be seen shortly that projection with the first two spinors yield standard hydrodynamic relations such as mass continuity, Euler equation, and the Landau-Lifshitz equation. The projection with the third spinor, however, has been neglected in the past literature [4] and yield some surprising consequences.
Before proceeding to the hydrodynamic decomposition, some mathematical preliminaries are in order. It proves extremely convenient to define a triad of orthogonal basis vectors, 
where ν = (r, t) . The connection −iη † F ∂ ν η F appears frequently in the hydrodynamic equations and will be labeled a ν :
(0.24)
Crucial to the hydrodynamic formulation are the various projections of the second derivatives of the spinor, η † α ∂ 2 µ η β , which can be re-written nicely in terms of geometric quantities:
For convenience one can also define partial magnetization η † α Fη β = S αβ , which gives
Magnetization for the general wave function Ψ F =1 be-
After these technical preparations we can start to decompose the equation (0.20) by projecting first with η † A :
Here,
are the covariant derivatives appropriate for AFM and FM manifold, respectively. Various hydrodynamic relations existing in the current literature can be derived by going to the FM limit, z A = 0, z F = 1, and S = ρd. In this case Eq. (0.27) is reduced to
The velocity vector in the FM manifold is given by v F = ( /m)(∇θ + a). The material derivative, which is different from the covariant derivative given earlier in Eq. (0.30), then becomes D F,t ≡ ∂ t + v F · ∇. The g 2 -interaction term vanishes because d · S AF = 0. By matching the real and the imaginary parts on both sides of Eq. (0.31) one recovers the Landau-Lifshitz equation
(0.32) Equation (0.28) in the FM limit has the imaginary part that gives the mass continuity, ∂ t ρ = −∇ · (ρv F ), while its real parts give the Euler equation [3] 
(0.33)
Here, B = −∇ × a and E = ∂ t a − ∇a t are effective magnetic and electric fields experienced by the condensate. All the familiar hydrodynamic relations for the FM manifold are recovered from the first two of the projected equations.
A surprise occurs when we examine Eq. (0.29), which becomes in the FM limit, The AFM limit also poses a problem as one can see by examining the limit z A =1, z F =0, and S = 0. This time it is the first projection, Eq. (0.27), that yields the mass continuity and the Euler equation:
The velocity field for the AFM condensate is v A ≡ ( /m)∇θ. Definition of the material derivative D A,t = ∂ t + v A · ∇ is similarly modified. The second projection, Eq. (0.28), in the AFM limit becomes the Euler equation
Finally, the third projection Eq. (0.29) in the AFM limit can be re-arranged as 
The first of these results implies We re-examine the previous results [5, 6] for the small fluctuation around the FM ground state in view of the general spin-1 wave function
. Since the FM ground state is taking place around δ = π, expanding the wave function up to linear order in δ in the vicinity of δ = π gives Ψ FM+δ·AFM = √ ρe iθ (η F + δ · η A ) where δ comes from redefining the mixing angle − δ 2 → δ. We take the fully polarized FM ground state with the magnetization d along the (0, 0, 1) direction. By noting that the small fluctuation of d = (cos α sin β, sin α sin β, cos β) occurs around β = 0, we can expand the wave function also with respect to small β up to first order:
Higher-order terms such as δ × β, β 2 are assumed to vanish. The two unit vectors which form a triad together with d are e x (cos(α + γ), sin(α + γ), 0), e y (− sin(α + γ), cos(α + γ), 0) for small β. See Eq. (0.22) for definition of the triad. In the particular analysis at hand the orientations of e x , e y can be arbitrary without affecting the physical outcome. In other words, the angle α + γ can be chosen arbitrarily. One particular gauge choice α + γ = 0 resulting in e x (1, 0, 0), e y (0, 1, 0) simplifies the above wave function to with the overall phase factor e −iµt . Equating the chemical potential µ with µ = ρ(g 0 + g 2 ) cancels out the (g 0 + g 2 ) term in the dispersion relation and leads to the well-known quadratic spin-wave dispersion ω k = 2 k 2 /2m [5, 6] .
Small fluctuation around AFM ground state
Since the AFM ground state is taking place around δ = 0, expanding the wave function up to the linear order in δ gives Ψ AFM+δ·FM = √ ρe iθ (η A + δ · η F ) after the replacement Suppose for a moment that one tried to capture the small fluctuation effects without leaving the AFM manifold, say by turning off δ from the above. Inserting such a wave function into the GP equation leads to a pair of equations, where the density profile is a gaussian ρ(r) ∼ exp(−r 2 /2σ 2 ) of width σ. Zero and non-uniform (B = B(x)ẑ, dB(x)/dx = 2.0 × 10 −4 G/µm) magnetic fields were applied to the initial wave function of σ = 2.0µm and R = 2.0µm. Interaction parameters for the calculation are the same as in two-dimensional simulation.
Again we observe oscillations of the strong magnetization satellites around the center. Periods of strong magnetization satellites under zero and non-uniform magnetic fields are about 6.5 ω −1 for both circumstances.
